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Circe, the first witch in Western
literature, has been vilified since her
inception. Even today, her unfa-
vorable reputation precedes her: She
is mostly remembered for being
exiled on the island Aiaia, where she
tricked men who fell into her trap and
even turned Odysseus’ crew into pigs.

In her book Circe (2018), Madeline
Miller challenges popular perceptions
of the enchantress by investigating the
witch’s history, deliberating how she
first stumbled upon pharmaka and
what she used them for during the
nascent stage of her sorcery. The
sorceress comes up with an idea that
she hopes will transform her beloved
sailor Glaucos into an immortal. She
asks her grandmother about a “trick”
she gleaned from Aeëtes—namely the
practice of pharmakeia—and learns
about the flowers which possess the
power to “transform any creature to its
truest self” (42). Her first contact with
witchcraft, then, transpires after she
uses these flowers on the sailor. Much
to her dismay, Glaucos becomes a
narcissist like the other gods Circe
dislikes and, on top of that, rejects her
marriage proposal in favor of her foe
Scylla, whom he considers “the most

perfect creature” (47). In a fit of rage,
the budding goddess of magic collects
a bundle of the wondrous flowers and
spreads them in Scylla’s cove, turning
the fellow nymph into a six-headed
monster. Even though the result may
strike readers as evil at first glance,
Miller’s storyline illuminates Circe’s
psychological background and the
intricacies which have led up to her act
of vengeance. Especially the scene in
which the sorceress uses Trygon’s
hard-won venomous tail to release
Scylla from the spell and “make an
end to what [she] began” redeems her
and helps to build her complex
character (319).

Once Circe’s father Helios finds out
about her transgressions, he banishes
her to a deserted island. The god of
sun determines her witchcraft is a
violation of the rules, which must be
punished by ostracization, lest it calls
the legitimacy of patriarchal power
relations into question. In a heart-to-
heart conversation with Pasiphaë, her
sister boils the conflict down to its
essence: “Helios and all the rest . . . do
not care if you are good. They barely
care if you are wicked. The only thing
that makes them listen is power” (126).



However, there is also a
downside to using phar-
maka, which introduces the
reader to the overarching
theme of craft and work. The
fact that witchcraft is
independent from the gods’
laws, as these powers “are
drawn from the earth itself,
and so are not bound by the
normal laws of divinity” (58),
is a blessing and a curse at
once. Casting spells entails
hard work, for the phar-
makis has to collect flowers
and process them into a
potion before they unfold
their powers. Just as the word
witchcraft already implies,
the ultimate focus is placed
not on the wondrousness of
magic, but on the toil
involved in it.

Aside from sorcery, craft
is also a key component in all
other aspects of the witch’s
life. Circe is “happiest when
[her] hands are busy at [her]
work,” and when she returns
“home late and
filthy” (123). While
at her loom, Circe
looks at her hands
weaving cloth and
“tried to imagine
them weaving a
spell to shake the
world” instead
(60). In other
words, Circe defies
her destined path,
designated to her
by the Fates. In
ancient mythol-
ogy, the three

goddesses Clotho, Lachesis, and
Atropos are the weavers of destiny,
assigning individual fates to mortals
and immortals, which even gods
cannot undo. The Fates’ influence
notwithstanding, Circe is outwitting
them and Helios’ will at the same
time. Instead of bowing to others, she
crafts her own spells, story, and
destiny through hard work.

Equating the act of “spinning spells
and threads alike” draws another
interesting parallel: Just as the witch is
“weaving charms and cloths,” the
author weaves Circe’s storyline anew
(131). Before publishing Circe, the
author was engulfed by work. Pushing
back against the male heroic tradition
prevalent in Greek mythology and
reimagining a sacred story neces-
sitated vast amounts of research,
drafting, and at one time deleting
three hundred pages of progress. Circe
offers the reader a glimpse into the
painstaking work that went into the
composition of the book on the one
hand, and the protagonist’s per-
sistence in growing into a self-made
“golden witch” on the other hand

(189). On both levels, the
book showcases that one
does not need to be a
male genius, as Homer, to
create something lasting.
On the contrary: If willing
to put in the work, one
can succeed even in a
world as hostile as Circe’s.
There is no magic
involved in the process,
but the outcome may
strike the audience as
magical nonetheless.


